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Stick to the Plan, Stick to 
the Plan, Stick to the Plan!



The Programme?





‘Periodisation… Outdated’
(Verhoshansky, 1998)

• Matveyev, 1965

• Soon became synonymus with planning of training

• Does not meet demands or calendar of modern sport

• Artifically segmenting the training and competitive year into 
meso cycles isn‘t practical or based on physiological adaptions 
or readiness to train (Verhoshansky 1993, 1996, 1998)

• ‘training concept is not based on biological facts’

• Athletes can adapt to multiple stimuli simultaneously

• Adaptations during specialised multi-component block 
periodisation are greater than a traditional single-focus 
periodised plan (Issurin, 2016) eg Barreira and Almeida, 2020

• What does this mean?

• What does this look like in practice?



Testing and Screening: What 
does it take to become an 
Outstanding Wrestler?

• Low bodyfat (~8-10%)

• Squat 1.8xBW

• Bench 1.4xBW

• VO2max > 55ml/kg/min

• Vertical jump > 53cm

• 10m sprint <1.8s

• 20m sprint <2.7s

Bahman Mirzaei, 2011; Ulupınar, et al., 2021



Testing and Screening: What 
does it take to become an 
Outstanding Wrestler?

• Determinants of Success?

• Mean and peak anaerobic power

• Relative grip strength

• Upper body pulling strength

• Strength endurance

• Response time

• Special endurance

• Anaerobic threshold

• Wrestling-specific fitness

• Technical wrestling skills performed in a 
horizontal position



Testing and Screening: What 
does it take to become an 
Outstanding Wrestler?

• Willpower

• Motivation

• Self-confidence

• Concentration

• Calmness

• Aggression

• Courage

• Mental toughness

• Capacity for:

• Self-sacrifice,

• Constancy,

• Discipline,

• Perseverance

‘Psychological 
aspects have not 
been properly 
trained’

Fuentes, et al., 2020; Gould, Weiss & Weinberg, 1981; Gould et al., 1987; 
Highlen & Bennett, 1979; Barbas, et al., 2001



Revisiting the 
Fundamentals
• [Adaptations to] ‘training is absolutely specific’ – Noakes

• Transfer of training is low / poor

• Much time and energy is wasted in ineffective / inefficient 
training

• Principle of Progressive Overload – Mylo the Greek

• Athletes are humans

• (So are coaches)

• Humans get tired

• Quickly

• Unexpectedly

• A (focused) man with a plan is potentially 
dangerous



Leadership!

Resources

Support Team

Culture

Athlete

Commitment

Intuition

Experience

Psychosocial

Testing and Screening
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Readiness to Train

Monitor Training Loads

Non-verbal
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Financial
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Or, the Programme?

Coach
Communication,

Feedback

Character

Physiological make-up

Block periods of specialised high-intensity training
that accommodates training and non-training
stressors, humanistic, psychosocial and logistical
aspects, and which is underpinned by the team /
organisational culture and vision

Mission statement:
‘Promoting and developing
the sport of wrestling so that
everyone within it achieves
their full potential on and off
the Mat’

Vision

Organisation Structure

Verbal

Psychological traits

The environment

‘The Programme’



Specific Training

‘There’s a complete difference between 
training for a specific event and goal and 
just training’ - Michael Johnson



Communication and 
Feedback (and listening!)

‘I can't help you if I don't know what the 
problem is! Bring it to me, I need to know!’ -
Frank Dick



Longitudinal Plan

Qualifying period:
16th September 2023 – 12th May 2024



Deviating 
from the Plan



Commitment to the 
Programme

• ‘The Coach Creates the Environment’

• The Vision underpins everything!
• The Vision > The Culture > The Programme

• Leadership!

• Commitment from all aligns with Teamwork
• Teamwork is ‘everybody does what I tell them to!’

• Teamwork is the ability to work together 
toward a common vision – Andrew Carnegie

• It’s not the vision per-se… it’s what the vision means!
• The wrestler’s might struggle to resonate with the 

2021-2025 strategic plan…
• But will they struggle to resonate with this:



Getting Everyone 
on-board

This is the foundations of 
the programme; the 
exercises, holds, moves, 
drills, reps, sets etc is the 
detail



Fear, Change and 
the Unknown

The cave you fear to enter 
holds the treasure you seek


